Buying Used Furniture
5 things to check before you buy!

What you don’t see at first look of this gorgeous piece!

1.Split & Bad repair 2.Trim falling off 3.Broken leg 4.Split side 5.Missing Parts
Compiled by gardenhousestudio.com
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Buying Used Furniture
5 Things to check “Before You Buy”
When buying used furniture, it is best to look at the obvious first so you know
right away whether it is a piece you want to tackle or not. These are our 5 easy
tests.
1. Finish - Most of us are buying used furniture either to paint for ourselves or
to flip so it is really important to know how much work you want to put into a
piece. Some things to consider:
a. Does it need to be stripped? Is it veneer? Is the veneer loose or peeling?
b. How much cleaning will it need before I paint?
c. Do I need to sand? Is there chipped or splintering wood
d. Will I have to prime?
Only you can answer these questions depending on your intended use, the
products you are using, your experience and the value you put on the piece.
2. Broken and missing parts can be hard to spot if you aren’t looking.
a. Look the piece over from all sides and even look underneath
b. Don’t be bashful, really look, especially if you don’t have a handyman to
fix anything that is broken. [My husband is worth his weight in gold when it
comes to fixing things that are broken or missing!]
c. Pass it up if it is more than you can handle! Don’t worry, there is more
where that came from.
d. Check: the legs of chairs and tables, under the table where people often
put metal braces, dresser backs, drawers and underneath. Take each drawer out
and see how it slides in and out. Is the bottom of the drawer sound? More on
drawers below.
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3. Bad fix jobs or repairs.
a. I can’t tell you how many times we discover a fix job that we have to
totally dismantle before we can refinish a piece. We sell furniture and we want it
to look good so bad repairs have to go!
b. As mentioned above, homeowners don’t always have the tools or the
know-how for repairs, so you will find screws in legs, glue on drawers and angle
irons holding chair corners, tables to bases and everything in between.
c. After you have checked it out and decide if it is something you want to
tackle, these are bargaining chips in your arsenal.
4. Drawers are a huge issue when purchasing used furniture. Not only on
dressers but hutches, buﬀets, desks, vanities, side tables and more.
a. Make sure the drawers open and close easily
b. Pull the drawer all the way out and check for stops (small pieces of wood
or sometimes metal that prevent the drawer from going too far back) or
sometimes the stops need to be adjusted for the drawer to even close properly.
c.Make sure the bottom of every drawer isn’t bowed but is flat and sturdy
d.How are the drawer sides attached to the front? dovetailed? glued? nailed?
Is it loose? Are there pieces missing?
Once you have checked the drawers throughly only you will know whether you
want to buy the piece or not.
5. Odor or Bad Smell *This is so important!
a.If you have done all the above steps, you may have already discovered a
musty or “barn odor”
b. Try to identify the odor if you really love the piece. Some odors can be
cured and some cannot.
c. Again if the smell really bothers you, walk away. I have had many pieces
where we were able to deep clean several times and then “sun dry” outdoors
and the odor has dissipated.
d. That being said, I have had pieces that kept their musty odor and the work
required to rid the smell was an expensive challenge in time and product.
You will be the judge and like many of us, we learn by our mistakes. However
when a beautiful piece of furniture is refinished by your own hands, stand back
and admire your work!
*This is not an exhaustive list, just a place to start before you buy!
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